
Class VIII Holidays Homework 

MATHS 

GROUP A 

1. Make a working model on linear equations and balancing the equation. 

2. Make a assignment on rational number and do 10 questions on rational numbers. 

GROUP  B 
 
        1.Make a working model on bar graphs . 
        2.    Make an assignment on exponent and power and do 10 questions on this topic. 

GROUP C 

         1.    Make a working model to understand properties of all geometric shapes . 
         2.    Make an assignment on comparing quantities ( Profit/ Loss ) and do 10 questions on it. 
 

SCIENCE 
 
GROUP A 

1. Collect different types of seeds and put them in small bags .Attach these bags in activity file 

and label them. Also mention the season in which they are sown. 

2. Collect 10 science related articles or news and paste them in notebook. 

3. Make models based on your chapters. 

GROUP  B 
 

1. Collect different types of fibres and paste them in activity file. Also label them and mention 
their properties. 

2. Collect 10 science related articles or news and paste them in notebook. 
3. Make models based on your chapters. 

SOCIAL STUDIES 
 
GROUP A 

1. Visit tourist places of your city and interview atleast 3 foreign tourists. Why they like your 

city Chandigarh? Prepare minimum 10 questions and paste pictures also.  

2. Revise Unit 1 Syllabus. 

 
GROUP B 

1. Interview a security guard of your society. Write about his daily life and the problems he 

faced during duty, the ways to improve his condition. Paste pictures also. 

2. Revise Unit 1 Syllabus. 

 



GROUP C 

1. During summer vacations you visit your grandparents or Uncle and aunt. Interview your 

grandparents or your relatives. Prepare atleast 10 questions about the voting system in our 

country. Paste photographs also. 

2. Revise Unit 1 Syllabus. 

ENGLISH 

Activity 8,9,10,12,16,17 in Bravia holiday package. Read ‘The Great Classics from around the World’ 

page 31 to 40 and do exercises in package. Learn difficult words ( Literature chapters 1 to 4 ) for spell 

bee contest and grammar from Bravia for quiz. Learn unit test syllabus. 

I.T. 

1. Learn Unit 1 syllabus.  

         2.    Prepare a report file on following topics:- 
a. Type a letter to your I.T. teacher for taking permission to participate in Dell Champ  competition    
2019. 
b. Design a poster on any current issue. 
c. Make a presentation on technology and its impact on student life.( 5 Slides) 
d. Prepare excel sheet on the topic “ June month temSperature”. Prepare a record of 10-15 days and 
insert any chart type.  

 

Hindi&Punjabi -  

 

 

 


